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Nothing else
OUR ENJOLIFE
WHO

HOW

Johannes Engl, CEO and Founder

At home Friedrich attempted to filter
oil from water using special textiles. He
discovered that one of the test fibres
had the property of pore deep cleaning.
The unique ENJOtex fibre was born.

FOUNDED IN
1990

WHERE
The ENJO idea was born in Austria and
our products are still manufactured
there today.

WHY
Johannes’ father Friedrich, a tinkerer
and inventor, observed an oil spill on
Lake Constance in Austria. As the fire
brigade began the hard work to remove
the oil slick, Friedrich wondered if
there was a better way to remove
toxic spills.

ENJO TODAY
You can now buy ENJO products in
more than 26 countries, where our
ENJOpreneurs are enjoying their
ENJOlife and guiding people in creating
ENJOpure homes. Our ENJOpreneurs
are proud to live and work with ENJO’s
values: honest, brave and high-value.

We are proud of our many certificates. Here are just a few of them:

FAMILY FRIENDLY
COMPANY
2020 – 2021

CLEANLINESS NEEDS NO CHEMICALS

For 30 years, we have been proving
to the world that you can create a clean
and healthy home without using harmful chemicals.
All of our Enjo products clean effectively using
just our innovative Enjotex fibres and a little water
to protect our environment and your health,
while also saving you money.
This is the Enjo difference, and it’s worth it.
Yours, Johannes Engl

ENJOPURE
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Enjopure

CLEANING WITH A CLEAR CONSCIENCE

TRADITIONAL CLEANING

CLEANING WITH ENJO

There are many benefits to living in an ENJOpure home. It’s good for
your health, the environment, and also your wallet - these pictures
show what a family of 4 can save in 3 years by switching from traditional
cleaning products to ENJO. You’ll also enjoy better indoor air quality,
fewer toxic chemicals, and you can clean with a clear conscience.

ENJOPURE
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Your home is Enjopure
Create your own ENJOpure Home.
Your ENJOpreneur will guide you.

7

THE ENJO COLLECTION

Zones

ENJOPURE

5

Zones

3

TRIO OF ENJO

Zones

A TOUCH OF ENJO

1

Zone

Concerns over chemicals in our homes are
increasing and regular use of chemical cleaning
products is known to be harmful for the health of
all family members, as well as the environment.
So switching to ENJO was a very simple choice
for our family – the products make chemical
cleaning completely unnecessary, avoiding risk and
delivering a healthy and efficient clean using just
water. An ENJO home is healthy, happy and safe –
we call it ENJOpure, and we’re passionate about
helping you to achieve this. The system couldn’t be
simpler to use, and our trained ENJOpreneurs are
available to support you in creating a safer, cleaner
home. We’re proud to be making a difference to our
family and our planet, and we’d love you to feel the
same. Join us on our ENJO mission.
LINETTE & SIMON ISAACS
ENJO UK

ENJOPURE
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We have everything you need to create your
ENJOpure home. The ENJO Collection offers
a complete cleaning solution for a happy,
healthy home, or choose individual Zones to
tackle specific areas. Whichever you choose,
you’ll enjoy all the advantages of ENJO right
from the start.

You Choose
BECOME ENJOPURE

ENJOPURE HOME

FLOORS, WALLS & CEILING ZONE

Kitchen Zone
Bathroom Zone
Living Zone
+ 2 Zones of YOUR choice

51000 Telescopic Pole
51020 Floorcleaner Plate
2x Floor Fibres of own choice in Set:
50408 Floor Fibre Medium
50404 Floor Fibre Dust
50407 Floor Fibre Soft
50402 Floor Fibre Strong
50403 Floor Fibre Extreme

Prices Start From
£ 459 Special Price £ 390

Price £175

ENJOPURE
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KITCHEN ZONE

BATHROOM ZONE

LIVING ZONE

50000 Kitchen Duoglove
50023 Kitchen ENJOfil
50060 Kitchen Sponge
50021 Kitchen Allpurpose Cloth
50026 Kitchen Tea Towel

50101 Bathroom Glove
50121 Bathroom ENJOfil
50120 Bathroom Duocloth
51441 Bathroom Wand Handle
50164 Bathroom Wand Fibre

50202 Living Duoglove Medium/Strong
50201 Living Duoglove Textile/Soft
50204 Dust Glove
50222 Living ENJOfil

£ 112 Special Price £ 103

£ 87 Special Price £ 79

£ 110 Special Price £ 101

OUTDOOR ZONE

SKIN CARE ZONE

WINDOW ZONE 16CM // 28CM

50500 Garage Glove
50501 Outdoor Duoglove
50520 Outdoor ENJOfil

50600 Body Duoglove
50601 Face Duoglove
5EP Eye Pad Set

£ 85 Special Price £ 78

£ 65 Special Price £ 60

50320 Window ENJOfil
5CW16W Window Combiwiper Set 16cm
OR
50320 Window ENJOfil
5CW28W Window Combiwiper Set 28cm

£ 90 Special Price £ 83 [16cm]
£ 97 Special Price £ 89 [28cm]

BECOME A HOST
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Learn more about ENJO
and enjoy the rewards.
The best way to discover ENJO is through
a Demo with your local ENJO expert – we
call them our ENJOpreneurs.
Simply book your Demo and invite
your friends, family and neighbours to
experience the ENJO difference in person,
as well as picking up our professional
cleaning tips. To show our appreciation
you’ll have access to exclusive Host Offers
and the chance to earn ENJO shopping
Vouchers to get some ENJO for FREE,
when you host a qualifying Demo.
Because all of our Demos are tailored for
each client, we’d also encourage you to
see 2-4 ENJO Demos. This will give you
even more hints and tips to help you get
the most from your products.

HOST REWARDS
DEMO SALES

HOST REWARD
SHOPPING VOUCHER*

£200

£20

£400

£40

£600

£70

£800

£95

£1000

£130

* A qualifying Demo is a Host plus 2 purchasing Guests. (excl. Hosting
Bonuses and Special Seasonal Host Offers) Host Rewards Shopping
Vouchers can be used towards any full priced items, 1 Zone or 3 Zones.
Cannot be applied to 5 or 7 Zones or special Host Offers. Host Rewards
must be redeemed at the Demo in which it’s earned, and has no cash
value.

PLUS
- Special Seasonal Host Offers **
- Hosting Bonuses
** To qualify for Special Seasonal Host Offers, a minimum of 2 purchasing
Guests and £300+ in sales (excluding Host Rewards and Hosting
Bonuses)

Become a
Host
GET TO KNOW ENJO

BECOME A HOST
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There is something for everyone
A Demo is always a good idea, whether you’re just
starting out with ENJO, you’ve already converted
some Zones, or your home is now beautifully
ENJOpure. In about an hour, your ENJOpreneur
will show you and your guests just how easy it
is to clean the ENJO way. You’ll get to try out
the products in your own home, have some fun
with your friends, and discover what the ENJO
difference actually means.

SEE ENJO WORK IN YOUR HOME

LEARN ABOUT NEW PRODUCTS

GAIN HINTS AND TIPS

PURCHASE CURRENT OFFERS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EXCLUSIVE HOST PRICING

OPTIONAL: PERSONAL APPOINTMENT

BECOME AN ENJOPRENEUR
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Enjolife

THE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

If you love the ENJO lifestyle as much as we do,
why not join us in sharing it with the world? As an
ENJOpreneur you’ll share our revolutionary cleaning
method through Demos and Personal Appointments,
building your own business by making a positive
impact on people’s health and environment.You
don’t need experience – we’ll help you build your
skills, confidence and business at every stage.
You can even help others to start their own ENJO
business. If you’re passionate about sharing a
happier, healthier lifestyle then ENJO is for you.

BECOME AN ENJOPRENEUR
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Enjolife
You’ve seen what ENJO can do for your home. Would you like to share ENJO
with others and become an ENJOpreneur?
Do you love ENJO?
Do you have 5, 10 or 15 hours a week to work on your ENJO Business?
Would you like to earn an above-average income with your own
ENJO Business and transform your life and the lives of others?
Why not take a closer look?

Contact your Enjopreneur
today for more information
great income
recognition, travel and rewards
fun and friendship
freedom and flexible hours
training with genuine support
easy to get started

Why do I love my ENJOlife? Because
I can manage my time freely and am
always there for my children when they
need me. I am my own boss and always
get support from the ENJO team.
I never thought my professional life
would thrive like this.
CLAIRE
ENJOPRENEUR

This is a statutory warning: It is illegal for a promoter or a participant in a trading scheme to persuade anyone to make a payment
by promising benefits from getting others to join a scheme. Do not be misled by claims that high earnings are easily achieved.

OUR FIBRE
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Our ENJOtex fibres and product range set the world
standard for cleaning. From our base in Vorarlberg,
Austria, we have unique access to some of the most
innovative textile suppliers in the world. This allows
us to design and produce a range of modern fibres
that lead the field in terms of quality and functionality.
Every product we manufacture is hand-finished by our
dedicated production team, and you can see, feel and
experience this passion every time you use your ENJO
products. The quality is in the detail, and we are rightly
proud of our products.

The fibre
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Durable
High-quality raw materials and
modern processing techniques.

Hygienic
The fine fibre strands reach into
the smallest crevices.

OUR FIBRE
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Gentle
on surfaces

Skin friendly
Cleaning with just water.

Thanks to soft fibre strands
and chemical free cleaning.

Traditional cleaning

Cleaning with ENJO

Conventional cloths clean
superficially, leaving dirt and
chemical residue in the
crevices of surfaces.

ENJOtex fibres remove dirt
and particles from all
crevices. The dirt is trapped
by the ENJO products until
washed out of the fibre.

www.bit.ly/ENJO-made-in-austria
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KITCHEN
A CLEAN KITCHEN IS THE HEART OF YOUR HOME. MAKE IT AS HEALTHY AND
CLEAN AS POSSIBLE WITH THE DEEP CLEANING ACTION OF ENJO.

Did you know that your kitchen
can be sparkling clean using
just Enjo fibres and water?

ENJO makes me confident that my
home is always clean. And with a
product that is sustainably
manufactured in Austria.
VERA
ENJO CLIENT

KITCHEN
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AUSTRIAN GOVERNMENT HYGIENE ADVISOR, HANS HIRSCHMANN, CONFIRMS THAT
ENJO IS SIX TIMES MORE HYGIENIC THAN CONVENTIONAL CLEANING METHODS.

x
6
Enjo + water

CLEANER THAN CONVENTIONAL CLEANING

www.bit.ly/ENJOcleans-6-times-better

KITCHEN
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ENJO AND WATER ARE A BRILLIANT
COMBINATION FOR THE BEST CLEAN.

KITCHEN ZONE
£ 112 n o w o n l y £ 10 3

a healthy kitchen
KITCHEN ALLPURPOSE CLOTH

KITCHEN ENJOFIL

KITCHEN TEA TOWEL

Ideal for lightly soiled surfaces such as
kitchen cabinets, tables and worktops.
To achieve the best cleaning results
apply a small amount of water using
the ENJO Spraybottle. The Kitchen
Allpurpose Cloth replaces conventional
cloths in all areas.

Our recommendation for final drying.
Our unique fibre will dry and give any
surface in your kitchen a shine. To be
used on a wide variety of surfaces such
as chrome and stainless steel.

Ideal for drying dishes, pots, pans or
anything washed in the kitchen. The
waffle design of the Kitchen Tea
Towel provides the perfect surface
for absorbing large amounts of water.
This means many dishes can be
dried with only one towel.

A r t.-No. 5 0 021

£ 18

A r t.-No. 5 0 02 3

£ 23

A r t.-No. 5 0 026

£ 24

KITCHEN
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KITCHEN DUOGLOVE
KITCHEN DUOCLOTH

KITCHEN SPONGE

The grease side (sun side) is suitable
for use on everything from ceramic
hobs and work surfaces to
refrigerators. The grime side (striped
side) can be used to remove stubborn
dirt. For best results, use with cold
water. This causes fat to harden, so it
can be picked up by the fibre strands
and remain there. Only when the fibre
is rinsed in warm or hot water and soap
does fat become liquid again and is
washed away. Perfect for carrying out
a deep clean in combination with our
Marble Paste.

A r t.-No. 5 0 0 0 0

£ 29

A r t.-No. 5 0 02 0

£ 18

KITCHEN CUTLERY &
GLASS ENJOFIL		
Our polishing and drying cloth for
glassware, cutlery, wine carafes and
so much more. Shake out before use
to ensure a lint-free, streak-free
application. For an ideal shine
use slightly damp.

A r t.-No. 5 0 025

£ 24

For washing dishes, pots, pans, even
cleaning your oven, the grey and black
side of the Kitchen Sponge can be used
to remove stubborn dirt. The green
ENJOtex fibre removes grime, fat
deposits and oil from the surface. Our
hygienic replacement for hundreds of
disposable sponges.

A r t.-No. 5 0 0 6 0

£ 18

www.youtube.com/
user/ENJOInternational

KITCHEN FRUIT & VEGGIE CLOTH

KITCHEN WAND SET

This double-sided cloth reliably cleans
the porous skin of fruits and vegetables,
making sure they are really healthy. The
rough side removes dirt, pesticides,
preservatives and wax from fruits and
vegetables. The light green side can be
used to dry food and remove smaller
dirt particles.

For washing in those hard to reach
areas as well as vases, thermos flasks.
No more wet hands when washing pots
and pans.

A r t.-No. 5 0 02 2

£ 18

A r t.-No. 5K W

£ 17

CAUTION: The grease side of the kitchen fibre will remove protective wax, oil and grease from surfaces, so be careful when using
on wood or delicate surfaces. Do not use the grime side of the kitchen fibre (strong side) on stainless steel. ENJO recommends patch
testing on surfaces first.
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BATHROOM
WHERE HYGIENE AND PERSONAL WELL-BEING
CREATE HARMONY.

Have you ever thought about
how many harmful chemicals are
washed down the drain everyday?

I’m so excited about what you can
do with ENJO fibres and just cold
water, and how easy and healthy it
is to clean. Everything pure – I love ENJO.
CAROLINE
ENJO CLIENT

BATHROOM
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT STARTS AT HOME.

Cleaning with Enjo

50 l
LESS CHEMICALS IN 3 YEARS!

BATHROOM
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We know that ENJO products are the best,
but don’t just take our word for it. The team
at Hansgrohe – a world leader in kitchen and
bathroom fixtures - has tested our products
and confirmed that they have a long life, clean
hygienically and are gentle to the surface.
Thanks to these outstanding results, Hansgrohe
recommends ENJO.

breathe easy

BATHROOM ZONE
£ 87 now only £ 79

www.youtube.com/
user/ENJOInternational

BATHROOM
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BATHROOM GLOVE

BATHROOM DUOCLOTH

BATHROOM ENJOFIL

Suitable for everywhere in the bathroom.
Use on bathtubs, showers, tiles,
grouting, sinks, toilets and so much
more. Daily cleaning can be performed
much more quickly if wet surfaces are
wiped with the dry Bathroom ENJOfil
immediately after the bathroom has
been used.

This handy little two sided cloth is perfect
for using in smaller bathroom areas such
as the guest bathroom or downstairs
cloakroom. Ideal for your daily quick
clean: simply use the normal bathroom
fibre side to clean all areas and then
turn over to wipe dry with the softer side.
For the most hygienic results, always
complete your clean with the Bathroom
ENJOfil to remove all moisture from your
surfaces.

Ideal for wiping surfaces dry and
everyday use in the bathroom for very
smooth materials such as chrome-plated
items, glass panels and mirrors. ENJO
recommends lightly moistening the
ENJOfil using the Spraybottle before use.

A r t . - N o . 5 0 10 1

£ 29

BATHROOM COMBIWIPER FIBRE
16CM // 28CM				
The Combiwiper is available in two
sizes and is the perfect tool for cleaning
larger areas in bathrooms, toilets,
en-suites, shower rooms and so on.
The smaller version is ergonomically
perfect for cleaning the bathtub. Wipe
clear with the rubber blade or dry after
use with the Bathroom ENJOfil.

A r t . - N o . 5 0 16 2

£ 18

A r t . - N o . 5 0 16 3

£ 21

A r t . - N o . 5 0 12 0

£ 18

A r t . - N o . 5 0 12 1

£ 23

BATHROOM WAND SET

BATHROOM SPONGE

Perfect for cleaning your toilet bowl or
cleaning those hard to reach places like
behind the faucets and toilet. A must
have tool in your bathroom.

Our all-rounder for the bathroom, also
suitable for cleaning tiles and grout.
For heavy limescale/hard water
deposits, we recommend using the
Bathroom Sponge together with a few
drops of Citrus. Calcium Dissolver.

A r t.-No. 5BW

£ 17

A r t . - N o . 5 0 16 0

£ 18

CAUTION: Take care! With very hard water, deposits may act like sandpaper on surfaces and leave behind scratches. Our Citrus.
Calcium Dissolver can help.
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FLOORS & WINDOWS
CLEANING WITH ENJO PRODUCTS USING ONLY WATER ENSURES THERE IS NO
CHEMICAL RESIDUE LEFT BEHIND. PROTECT YOUR LOVED ONES – USE ENJO.

In the UK, we spend 90% of our time indoors.
Children and pets spend a lot of time playing
on the floor so having a healthy clean home is
vital to their well-being.

My daughter loves exploring in my
“cleaning cupboard” – which is full of
cuddly soft ENJO fibre products. It feels
good to know that my children can grow
up in an ENJOpure home.
MARTINA WITH HER DAUGHTER EMMA
ENJO CLIENT

FLOORS & WINDOWS
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USING ENJO AND WATER MEANS NO FUMES
OR RESIDUE – TAKE A DEEP CLEAN BREATH!

Enjo + water

100%
CLEAN AIR!

www.bit.ly/ENJOstudy-on-air-hygiene

FLOORS
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TELESCOPIC POLE

barefoot
and happy
With our Floorcleaner you can achieve
perfect cleaning results, and the
ergonomic design puts less stress
on your body.
Our tip: Clean the floor in an S motion.

A r t . - N o . 510 0 0

£ 37

Stands alone

The Floorcleaner stays
upright by itself.

Maximum benefit
Our Pole can be combined
with other ENJO tools and
makes the Flexi and the
Combi even more effective.

100% recycled
material

Our Telescopic Pole is made
from 100% recycled high-quality
components.

FLOORS, WALLS & CEILING ZONE
*Includes hardware and 2 Floor Fibres of your choice
(Dust, Sof t, Medium, Strong or E x treme).
P r i c e £ 17 5

Easily adjustable

It is quick and easy to change
the height for each user and
cleaning task (96cm to 172cm).

FLOORCLEANER PLATE
A r t . - N o . 510 2 0

£ 40

Patented locking system

For more stability in the upright and working positions,
our award winning system allows you to lock upright
and release for cleaning, all in one easy step.

Awesome results

Every part of your floor fibre will
maintain contact with your flooring,
giving you a perfectly even clean.

360° quality joint

The positioning of the 360° floor plate
joint allows you to reach into corners,
under furniture or up walls.

FLOORS
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FLOOR FIBRE DUST		

FLOOR FIBRE SOFT

The ideal choice for wherever dusting
is required. Use on smooth floors,
walls and ceilings. Please note very
oily or waxed surfaces may cause the
fibres to stick together reducing their
effectiveness. It is usually enough
to shake out or brush the floor fibre
outdoors after each use or you can
vacuum it. We recommend to wash the
Floor Fibre Dust with warm water at
less than 40°C.

Perfect for the gentle cleaning of
smooth and shiny floors with light
to average dirt. Works on laminate,
bamboo, parquet, linoleum, stone,
marble, cork, ceramic, high gloss tiles
and wood. Caution! Loops of fibre may
catch and snag on rough wooden floors.
Also ideal for wiping dry sealed or
shiny floors that have been cleaned
with our Floor Fibre Medium or Floor
Fibre Strong.

A r t.-No. 5 0 4 0 4

£ 49

A r t.-No. 5 0 4 07

£ 49

FLOOR FIBRE MEDIUM

FLOOR FIBRE STRONG		

FLOOR FIBRE EXTREME		

Suitable for a wide range of textured
and sealed surfaces such as laminate
flooring and tiles. Not recommended for
oiled wood floors. This floor fibre is ideal
for when you need to do a quick clean
and don’t wish to dry your floor. Can
be used to mop up spills or simply give
your floor a daily wipe around. Tip: Our
Floor Fibre Soft is the perfect solution
for drying.

The Floor Fibre Strong can be used on
durable floor surfaces, both indoors and
out. Take care! This fibre will remove
any wax coating from floors, ceilings
or walls. For this reason, do not use to
clean surfaces that have been waxed or
oiled. Since the fibre absorbs a limited
amount of water, we recommend wiping
shiny surfaces using a dry Floor Fibre
Soft.

This Floor Fibre really stands its ground
when it comes to tough applications
both indoors and out such as
heavy-duty tiles, stained concrete slabs,
garages, workshop floors and industrial
concrete floors. It should not be used
on any delicate surfaces. It is perfect for
removing algae around swimming pools
and cleaning brick facades.

A r t.-No. 5 0 4 0 8

£ 49

A r t.-No. 5 0 4 02

£ 49

A r t.-No. 5 0 4 0 3

£ 49

WINDOWS
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see clearly
WINDOW ZONE 16CM
WINDOW ZONE 28CM
£ 90 now only £ 83
£ 97 now only £ 89

Change your outlook!
Our Combiwiper quickly
cleans window after window
without leaving streaks and
with simply a small amount
of cold water.
www.youtube.com/
user/ENJOInternational

WINDOW COMBIWIPER FIBRE
16CM // 28CM			
This fibre is the perfect tool when it
comes to cleaning windows reliably.
As well as conservatories and any
other large, smooth surfaces that can
be washed such as doors, mirrors, or
boats. Clean the window thoroughly with
the fibre and wipe clear with the dry
rubber blade without pressure. Use the
Window ENJOfil to wipe moisture off the
rubber blade after each stroke. Catch
any trickles of water in the fibre so that
the window remains dry and clean.

A r t.-No. 5 0 3 4 0

£ 18

A r t . - N o . 5 0 3 41

£ 21

WINDOWS
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Spring loaded mechanism
Easy on the wrist and controls the
pressure needed for cleaning.

Oval fibre attachment
For large surface areas.

Rounded, soft edges

Made from anodised aluminum to
prevent surface scratches.

COMBIWIPER
16CM // 28CM
A r t . - N o . 5110 0 - 51141
16 c m

£ 49

28cm

£ 53

Adjustable &
exchangeable Rubber

For drying hard to reach surfaces.

WINDOW ENJOFIL				

COMBI EXTENDERS

TWISTER

Our expert cloth for drying windows and
glass surfaces without leaving streaks.
Also ideal for drying the Combiwiper’s
rubber blade. Tip: Fold your ENJOfil in
half several times to create more areas
of cloth surface that you can use for
damp cleaning or drying.

The Combi can easily be adjusted to
the required width using the Extenders,
allowing you to carry on using only one
tool for different tasks. The Combi
Extenders allow you to extend your
Combi to 28cm.

This practical attachment for the Flexi
25cm/55cm, Combi16cm/28cm, Power
Grip and Telescopic Pole extends the
capabilities of these tools even further.
The articulated joint makes it possible
to clean areas that are beyond the
reach of standard cleaning equipment.
The yellow valve head can be pushed
to angle the Twister in four different
positions. Used in combination with
the Twister and Telescopic Pole, the
Combi is ideal for cleaning boats and
caravans!

A r t.-No. 5 0 32 0

£ 23

A r t . - N o . 5112 0

£2

A r t . - N o . 5116 0

£ 16
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LIVING
ENJO GIVES YOU MORE TIME AND MONEY FOR WHAT YOU ENJOY.
THAT IS LIVING THE ENJOLIFE.

Did you know that cleaning with Enjo
is more cost effective than cleaning
with conventional cleaning products?

Going to an ENJO Demo is always
something special for me. My
friends and I learn new tips from
my ENJOpreneur on how we can
clean our homes even faster and
easier with ENJO. This way, there
is plenty of time left for enjoying
the beautiful things in life.
CHRYSTAL
ENJO CLIENT

LIVING
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TIME AND MONEY. WITH ENJO YOU SAVE BOTH.

Cleaning with Enjo

1000’s
OF MEMORIES MADE DOING
THE THINGS THAT YOU LOVE.

LIVING
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A DEEPER CLEAN WITHOUT
CONVENTIONAL CLEANERS.
ONLY ENJO AND WATER.

LIVING ZONE
£ 110 n o w o n l y £ 10 1

simply better living
Dust and dirt spread through all areas
of our homes - including the air. This
is a problem for many asthma and
allergy sufferers.

www.youtube.com/
user/ENJOInternational

LIVING
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LIVING DUOGLOVE
MEDIUM/STRONG			

LIVING DUOGLOVE
TEXTILE/SOFT			

Ideal for tackling medium to heavy dirt in
most areas of the home where no “roomspecific” fibre is available; including
small flooring spaces, windows, frames,
mirrors, skirting boards and even shoes.
For heavy dirt, use strong side first and
turn glove over to finish with medium
side. Avoid using strong fibre on waxed,
oiled wooden surfaces, glossy or coated
stainless steel due to its abrasive nature.

Our answer for tackling dirt and stains
on textiles such as carpets, sofas,
clothes, shoes and car seats. Do not
rub excessively when cleaning. If too
much water is used, the soft fibre (light
blue side) can be used to dry areas with
a blotting action.

A r t.-No. 5 02 02

£ 29

A r t.-No. 5 02 01

£ 29

LIVING ENJOFIL				

LIVING FLEXI FIBRE 55CM			

LIVING CLOTH SOFT 			

Our specially designed drying cloth will
leave your surfaces streak free and bring
out the shine. Use damp on lightly soiled
items such as lamps, picture frames
and glass.

This slim tool is perfect for cleaning
hard to reach areas like indoor blinds,
behind radiators and underneath
furniture. Please note that vigorous
scrubbing can cause the metal insert
to damage the fibre. Will bend in many
directions to suit different surfaces.

We have developed this product
especially for use on waxed and
unsealed surfaces made from natural
materials such as stone and wood (can
be used on furniture, ceilings or walls).

A r t.-No. 5 02 2 2

£ 23

A r t.-No. 5 024 0

£ 25

A r t.-No. 5 02 2 0

£ 18

LIVING
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A highly versatile tool, our Flexi 55cm
offers an unbeatable level of flexibility.
Made from high-quality shape
memory stainless steel, it is easy
to bend in any direction and remains
sturdy in any position.

so simple
DUST GLOVE		

DUST FLEXI FIBRE 55CM		

LINT GLOVE		

Our classic dust fibre, suitable
throughout the home wherever dry
dusting is performed. Ideal for furniture,
plants, pictures, car interiors and much
more. Tip: We recommend washing the
Dust Glove at no more than 40°C.

Ideal for dusting hard-to-reach areas
such as blinds and shutters, radiators,
ceiling lights and fans, air vents,
skirting boards and under appliances.

Puts an end to lint on clothing,
upholstery, soft furnishings, fabric shoes,
and so much more. A must for removing
pet hair. Also removes lint from ENJOtex
fibres. Brush against the grain to collect
lint in the fibre or work with the grain to
remove lint from the fibre.

A r t.-No. 5 02 0 4

£ 29

A r t . - N o . 5 0 2 41

£ 25

A r t.-No. 5 02 0 3

£ 29

LIVING
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FLEXI 55CM
A r t . - N o . 512 0 1 / 512 2 0 £ 4 4

DUST FLEXI SET 55CM
A r t . - N o . 5 F X 5 5 D £ 69

ABOUT ENJO

Several ENJO Products
were tested by the
Norwegian Asthma and
Allergy Association
(NAAF) and included in
a list of recommended
solutions. Recognition
was given to products
with no negative impact
on asthma or allergies,
which make everyday
life easier for those
concerned.

LENS CLOTH (SET OF 3)		
For crystal-clear results on all types of
glasses, sunglasses, lenses, cameras
and mobile phones. Larger particles
of dust and dirt should be removed by
blowing them off or washing before use.
This is a safe way to prevent scratches.
Only then should you clean surfaces
in a circular motion without excessive
pressure.

A r t.-No. 5 02 26

£15

POLISHING GLOVE
POLISHING CLOTH		
Our best products for the perfect
polishing of shiny surfaces such as
silverware, brass and chrome. It is also
the perfect choice for antique furniture,
painted and varnished furniture. Can be
used on suede and leather as well as
cars and motorcycles. Tip: never polish
items in direct sunlight.

A r t.-No. 5 02 0 6

£ 29

A r t.-No. 5 02 25

£ 10

POWER GRIP
This multifunctional ergonomic handle
is suitable for our Flexi 35cm/55cm and
the Twister. It makes it easy to connect
and change ENJO tools, and it has a
secure attachment mechanism. The
Power Grip also extends your working
radius.

A r t . - N o . 512 2 0

£ 15
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OUTDOOR
A CLEAN GRILL IS A MUST
FOR OUTDOOR COOKING.

Did you know that when it comes
to outdoor cleaning,
Enjo has the best tools for the job?

Cleaning with water only? I am
surprised every time about the
result – ENJO simply works and
it is important to me to be able
to make a difference to our
environment.
JÜRGEN
ENJO CLIENT

OUTDOOR
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DO SOMETHING GOOD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND
CLEAN ECO-FRIENDLY WITH ENJO.

Cleaning with Enjo

50%
SAVINGS OF WATER!

OUTDOOR
36
OUR TIP

Before washing the car,
rinse the car thoroughly
using water. This removes
dust that may be on the
surface from rubbing into
the paint. Dead bugs on
headlights and windshields
can be removed easily if you
spray water on the area and
allow it to soak.

OUTDOOR ZONE
£ 85 now only £ 78

easy rider
Clean everything from cars to bikes,
pools to patios and boats to BBQs.
ENJO protects the environment and
outperforms other products.
There are no limits!

www.youtube.com/
user/ENJOInternational

OUTDOOR
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OUTDOOR DUOGLOVE

OUTDOOR SPONGE			

Reliable cleaning power for sports
equipment, boats, children’s playground
equipment, gardening tools, patio
furniture, flowerpots and planters,
barbecues, swimming pools and
much more. However, not suitable for
paintwork! The strong fibre means it
is easy to clean even the hull of a boat
covered with a thick layer of algae. Also
excellent for cleaning fireplace doors. To
remove stubborn dirt, first loosen with
the wet extreme side of the fibre and
then wipe clean with the wet grey side of
the fibre.

Cleans everything from sports
equipment and agricultural equipment
to running shoes, hiking boots, patio
furniture and almost anything else.
To remove stubborn dirt, first loosen
with the wet extreme side and then
wipe clean with the wet grey fibre side.
The Outdoor Sponge is also ideal for
grooming pets. Caution: extreme side
not suitable for paintwork!

A r t.-No. 5 05 01

£ 33

A r t.-No. 5 05 4 0

£ 18

GARAGE GLOVE		

OUTDOOR ENJOFIL		

OUTDOOR FLEXI SET 25CM		

A gentle yet perfect way to clean your car,
bikes, go-karts, helmets, caravans, garden
furniture, tents, and much more. Before
washing the car, thoroughly hose off dirt
with plenty of water to prevent residual
dust from being rubbed into the paintwork.
The more dirt you have the more water
you use.

Our specialist outdoor cloth for everyday
use - perfect for use on smooth surfaces
such as car paint, car interiors and
exteriors, motorcycles, bicycles and tools
as well as for drying outdoor surfaces.
Ideal when used like a chamois on
freshly washed cars.

The expert tool for hard to reach areas
such as car wheel rims, bikes, ventilation
grilles, car grilles and guttering. To
prevent damage to the fibre, the opening
should always be large enough for the
Flexi 25cm to move in and out easily.
Simply wet the top third of the Outdoor
Flexi Fibre in cold water and adjust the
Flexi 25cm to the shape of the object to
be cleaned. Such incredible flexibility
makes light work of cleaning those alloy
wheels!

A r t.-No. 5 05 0 0

£ 29

A r t.-No. 5 052 0

£ 23

A r t.-No. SF X 25o

£ 57
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SKIN CARE
JUST ADD WATER TO REMOVE MAKE-UP, CLEANSE AND EXFOLIATE. OUR
SUPER SOFT FIBRES WILL LEAVE YOU WITH NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL SKIN.

Did you know that with our Enjo Skin Care
range you no longer need to use disposable wipes or
cotton pads as part of your daily routine?

A game changer for my little girl`s once
horrendous skin problems. With a new
baby, I’m delighted to have discovered
ENJO and have ditched all the products
and plastic waste that go with it. ENJO
Skin Care has changed our lives!
CHERYL
ENJOPRENEUR

SKIN CARE
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WE ARE SKIN-LOVING AND EARTH-LOVING
SUSTAINABLE SKIN CARE WITH ZERO CHEMICALS.

Enjo + Water

7

Eye Pads in 3 years!
TRADITIONAL COTTON PADS
4 pads daily x 365 days x 3 years =
4,380 cotton pads plus cleanser
packaging ends up in landfill

ENJO EYE PADS
Last up to 3 years

SKIN CARE
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BODY DUOGLOVE		

BODY DUOCLOTH

FACE DUOGLOVE		

The Body Duoglove cleanses the
skin deep into the pores. Rough skin
becomes soft and smooth again. The
pores are unblocked, the circulation
stimulated and the exchange of oxygen
increased. Perfect for softening rough
skin on elbows, knees and feet.The light
fibre is suitable for sensitive skin and
the dark fibre for normal skin. Great for
kids' dirty hands and feet!

Our Body Duocloth naturally cleanses
the skin deep into the pores for a
radiant complexion. The light fibre is
suitable for sensitive skin and the
dark fibre for normal skin. It’s great for
travelling with for exfoliation prior to
applying fake tan. There is no need for
harsh soaps or shower gels.

The Face Duoglove has been specially
developed for delicate and sensitive
skin. The fibre gently removes dead
cells, make-up and excessive oil
deposits from the skin. Clean your face
and neck using the Face Duoglove in a
circular motion without applying much
pressure. Especially for teenagers with
oily skin, a hygiene routine with ENJO
and water is a good alternative.
However, we advise against use on
skin that is red, inflamed or on rashes.

A r t.-No. 5 0 6 0 0

£ 29

A r t.-No. 5 0 6 07

£ 29

A r t.-No. 5 0 62 0

£ 18

A r t.-No. 5 0 6 01

£ 20

A r t . - N o . 5 0 619

£ 20

ABOUT ENJO

Our ENJO skin care products
were tested by Dermatest®
and have received the
five-star premium seal.
For more information
on Dermatest®, visit
www.dermatest.de/en

SOFT SKIN WIPE		

EYE PAD SET		

For newborns to adults. It’s perfect for
all skin types including very sensitive
skin. Use with a generous amount of
water and light pressure. After use,
wash the fibre with warm water and
soap. The ideal replacement or
alternative for skin care wipes and
baby wipes.

The Eye Pad Set should be used damp
or wet to remove make-up and clean
skin. Mascara, eye shadow and other
products are gently wiped away. After
use, wash fibre with a little soap. Do not
use on skin with inflammation, redness
or rashes.

A r t.-No.5 0 624

£ 18

A r t.-No. 5EP

£ 16

A r t.-No. 5 0 6 6 0

£ 18

A r t.-No. 5EP O

£ 16

SKIN CARE
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SKIN CARE ZONE
£ 65 now only £ 60

natural beauty
Our unique line of personal care products use
ENJOtex fibres to clean pore deep, giving your skin
a balanced ph level and natural glow. Clean healthy
skin with just ENJO and water.

HELPERS
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Our unique ENJOtex fibres can do
many things, but they can’t perform
miracles! So we’ve developed a
range of ENJO helpers to give you
a helping hand with very stubborn
cases, such as tough burnt-on stains
and heavy deposits.Produced with
natural ingredients, these products
are designed to be used in very small
amounts for difficult-to-shift dirt.

DANDELION BLOSSOM. HANDSOAP
300ML // FOAMBOTTLE
ENJO’s hand soap, is eco-friendly and
made with care in Austria. It contains
whey and dandelion extract to be gentle
on skin and leave a longlasting feeling
of freshness. Dandelion Blossom Hand
Soap is concentrated and is diluted
with water in the ENJO Foambottle. The
special composition of the soap used
in the Foambottle creates a pleasant,
creamy foam.

Helpers

A r t.-No .52 0 0 6

£ 26

A r t.-No. 5 3 072

£ 15

ORANGE BLOSSOM. WASHING UP
LIQUID 300ML//1000ML

CITRUS. CALCIUM DISSOLVER
300ML//1000ML

LAVENDER. LAUNDRY LIQUID
300ML//1000ML

The all-round talent for effective
cleaning and extra shine. In combination
with our ENJO fibres, our Washing Up
Liquid cleans extremely dirty or greasy
surfaces, ideal for use in the kitchen
drop-by-drop as your everyday washing
up liquid. It is also effective on removing
spots and stains on textiles. The
nourishing components give extra shine
to any hard surface like tiles. Apply one
drop on the damp to wet ENJO fibre and
clean the surface. Wipe off with the wet
ENJO fibre and dry with an ENJOfil. Do
not leave to act on Corian.

When it comes to removing calcium, we
trust in well-tried household remedies
like citric acid and plant-based lactic
acid. ENJO’s Calcium Dissolver is
specially formulated to compliment
the ENJO fibres in the bathroom, toilet
and utility areas. Apply a few drops of
Calcium Dissolver with the damp to wet
ENJO fibre to the surface to be treated
and leave to act for a few minutes. Wipe
off with the wet ENJO fibre and dry
with an ENJOfil. Do not leave to act on
delicate surfaces. Test on a hidden area
before use. Do not use on Corian nor
with chlorine cleaners.

With full plant power, ENJO’s Laundry
Liquid deep cleans laundry and at the
same time protects your ENJO fibres.
Perfectly suited for coloured and white
laundry as well as natural fibres like
cotton, linen, wool and silk. Our mild
formula makes the Laundry Liquid
suitable for those with sensitive skin
and babies, as well as people who have
allergies. Use 10ml for a standard
machine wash load (4-5kg dry laundry).
You will be able to modify amounts
depending on your machine, water
hardness and dirt levels. Suitable for all
common washing machines and cycles.

A r t.-No. 52 0 02

£ 15

A r t.-No. 52 0 0 3

£ 18

A r t.-No. 52 0 0 4

£ 18

A r t.-No. 52 024

£ 36

A r t.-No. 52 025

£ 36

A r t.-No. 52 026

£ 45
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MARBLE POWER.
CLEANING PASTE 500G

BEESWAX.
LEATHER & WOOD BALM 240ML

Very fine marble powder acts as a
natural dirt solvent and at the same
time polishes the cleaned surface. Ideal
for cleaning stubborn dirt from hard
surfaces in the kitchen and around the
home (ceramic/stainless steel work
tops, ovens, chrome or steel surfaces,
barbecues etc). Apply using a damp
ENJO fibre and clean the surface. Wipe
off with the wet ENJO fibre and wipe dry
with an ENJOfil. Do not use on delicate
or specially coated surfaces.Do not leave
to act on Corian, ENJO recommends
patch testing.

A high-quality recipe formulated of
natural waxes. ENJO’s Balm nourishes
and protects leather and wood items.
The colour is refreshed and the surface
receives a protective film. Suitable for
leather shoes, jackets, bags and belts;
wooden furniture, tables and doors as
well as car fittings. Apply Leather &
Wood Balm sparingly with the ENJO
Polishing Fibre and allow to act. Then
buff with the ENJO Polishing Fibre to
achieve a high sheen.

A r t . - N o . 5 2 10 2

£ 24

DISHWASHER LIQUID.
300ML // 1000ML
For shiny clean dishes we rely on
powerful plant ingredients like sugar
beet and sweet corn. Our Dishwasher
Liquid removes even stubborn dirt.
The eco and health friendly recipe
is sustainably produced and fully
biodegradable. Now you can be sure
that your dishes are cleaned toxic-free!
Pour one tablespoon (10-15ml) directly
into dosage chamber for a standard
machine. You will be able to modify
amounts depending on your machine,
water hardness and dirt levels. For best
results, we recommend a 50c standard
program. No eco or quick wash cycles.

SPRAYBOTTLE 500ML
PUMPBOTTLE 1000ML
PUMP ATTACHMENT FOR
LAUNDRY LIQUID 300ML//1000ML
These Bottles are the perfect helpers
for conveniently wetting fibres and areas
around the home. Do not put highly
concentrated or harsh chemicals nor
our Calcium D
 issolver nor fragrance
oils into the Bbottle. Use ENJO‘s Pump
Attachment to dose your Laundry Liquid
exactly: 2ml per pump. You can use the
Pump Attachment time and again.

A r t . - N o . 513 0 0 & 513 2 0

A r t . - N o . 5 2 10 3

£ 28

A r t . - N o . 51516 & 51517

£4/£8
£2/£2

LAUNDRY BAG

HELPERS PACK

Our Laundry Bag is the optimal solution
for preventing fibre lint. It can be used
to wash fibres separately so that they
do not attract lint from other materials.
Tip: It is also suitable for gently washing
delicate items of clothing with a hook or
zip fastener (bras, sports shirts etc.).

Why does ENJO offer Helpers? For very
stubborn cases, such as tough burnt-on
stains and heavy limescale deposits,
we offer a range of helpers which are
produced with natural ingredients.

A r t.-No. 52 0 05

£ 18

A r t . - N o . 514 2 0

£3

A r t.-No. 52 027

£ 36

A r t . - N o . 514 2 1

£2

£ 57 Special Price £ 52
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Enjo care

AND APPLICATION
Before first use, wash all ENJO fibres
(except the Lint Glove).
Never wash ENJO fibres using fabric
softener or bleach.
If the fibres are dirty or contain greasy
deposits they can be washed in the
machine at 40-60C. ENJO fibres should
be hung up to dry after being washed.
ENJO floor fibres should be rinsed out
after each use and hung to dry. Do
not allow to dry while dirty or on the
Floorcleaner.
Roll up the wet fibre from top to bottom
and press gently. Do not wring out the
fibre!
When cleaning with ENJO fibres use a
circular wiping motion without pressing
hard.

We recommend folding cloths such as the
ENJOfil 2 to 3 times across the middle.
This results in 4 to 8 areas of cloth surface
that you can use for wet or dry cleaning.
Do not use fibres on a hot surface (cooking
plates, pots, cook tops or grills). Let these
surfaces cool first or rinse them with cold
water.
There is a risk of scratching on delicate
materials. You should therefore check the
effect of cleaning with an ENJO fibre on a
hidden area as a first step.
Contact with sharp or rough surfaces may
well result in tears to some delicate ENJO
fibres, creating small holes. This does not
affect the function of the products.
ENJO fibres can occasionally collect
particles of grit (for example when
washing the car) which could scratch
delicate or high gloss surfaces. Ensure
you are using plenty of water to rinse
fibres while working if there is a risk of
grit being picked up.

We t o n e t h i r d
of the fibre

Roll water
through evenly

Our Care Instructions
Use dry
Use damp – no need to dry afterwards
Use wet – dry afterwards

Squeeze out any
excess water

Optimum washing temperature 40-60°C
Do not bleach
Do not iron
Do not tumble-dry
No fabric softener
Do not dry clean
Colour Indicator = Service Life
Wash in the Laundry Bag

CARE & FIBRE-REFRESH
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Enjo Fibre Longevity
HOW LONG DOES MY ENJO PRODUCT CLEAN HYGIENICALLY?

Cleaning tests confirm – depending on application, area and frequency of use – the ENJO fibre has
an optimum cleaning performance for three years. After this time, the cleaning power decreases
significantly. During the 4th year the cleaning performance drops to 44%. Therefore, we recommend
fibres are replaced after 3 years.
CLEANING PERFORMANCE IN %
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%

96%

92%

87%

82%

44%

0%

5x

66x

133x

200x

266x

1 year

2 years

3 years

4 years

Our Colour Indicator

NO. OF USES
This is how often the ENJO product was
used and washed in the washing machine.

We make sure that your products are always 100% up to the job with our colour indicator label. For optimum
cleaning performance, ENJO fibre products should be renewed about every three years – depending on
application, area and frequency of use. Our colour indicator shows you when the ENJOtex fibre has reached
the end of its lifespan.

KITCHEN | KÜCHE
40-60°C

140F

100% PES

i0277

KITCHEN | KÜCHE
40-60°C

100% PES

140F

i0277

LABEL BEFORE USE
Colour of test patch and wear indicator patch
will differ strongly.
LABEL OF WORN OUT PRODUCT
Colour of the wear indicator patch has changed.
Now it is time to refresh your product.
Please contact your ENJOpreneur.

www.bit.ly/fibre-refresh

Old Becomes New
WHAT HAPPENS WITH THE OLD ENJO PRODUCTS?
Return your old ENJO fibres to your
ENJOpreneur who will have them
professionally recycled. Even when
our products’ service life comes to an
end we make sure everything is ecofriendly. We have our old ENJO products
recycled professionally so the fibres are
made into insulation material, filling
material for car seats and upholstery or
fleece used in agriculture.
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How Enjopure
are you?
KITCHEN min. 12 points
LIVING min. 10 points

Kitchen Duoglove

4
pts.

Living Duoglove
Textile/Soft

4
pts.

Kitchen Duocloth

2
pts.

Living Duoglove
Medium/Strong

4
pts.

Kitchen Allpurpose
Cloth

2
pts.

Living Soft Cloth

2
pts.

Kitchen Fruit &
Veggie Cloth

2
pts.

Living ENJOfil

2
pts.

Kitchen Sponge

2
pts.

Living Flexi Fibre 55 cm

3
pts.

Kitchen Cutlery & Glass 2
ENJOfil
pts.

Lint Glove

4
pts.

Kitchen Tea Towel

2
pts.

Dust Glove

4
pts.

Kitchen ENJOfil

2
pts.

Dust Flexi Fibre 55 cm

3
pts.

Kitchen Wand Set

1 
pt.

Polishing Glove

4
pts.

Polishing Cloth

2
pts.

Lens Cloth (set of 3)

2
pts.

Flexi 25cm/55cm

WINDOWS min. 5 points
Combiwiper

-

Spray- & Pumpbottle

-

Laundry Bag

-

-

Window ENJOfil

2
pts.

Window Combiwiper
fibre 16cm

3
pts.

Window Combiwiper
fibre 28cm

3
pts.

HOW ENJOPURE ARE YOU
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SKIN CARE min. 8 points

BATHROOM min. 10 points
Bathroom Glove

4
pts.

Body Duoglove

4
pts.

Bathroom Duocloth

2
pts.

Body Duocloth

2
pts.

Bathroom ENJOfil

2
pts.

Face Duoglove

2
pts.

Bathroom Sponge

2
pts.

Eye Pad Set

2
pts.

Bathroom Combiwiper
Fibre 28cm

3
pts.

Soft Skin Wipe

2
pts.

Bathroom Combiwiper
Fibre 16cm

3
pts.

Bathroom Wand Set

2
pts.

OUTDOOR min. 10 points

FLOORS min. 12 points
Floorcleaner

-

Garage Glove

4
pts.

Outdoor Duoglove

4
pts.

Outdoor ENJOfil

2
pts.

Floor Fibre Soft

6
pts.

Outdoor Sponge

2
pts.

Floor Fibre Medium

6
pts.

Outdoor Flexi Fibre 25cm

2
pts.

Floor Fibre Strong

6
pts.

Floor Fibre Extreme

6
pts.

Floor Fibre Dust

6
pts.

Name:
My ENJO Journey started on:

ENJO UK
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